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The PFA Facebook page for Mario Balotelli is a huge revelation with fans says
Digital Sports Group

DSG today announced that The PFA Facebook fan page of Mario Balotelli has a weekly total
reach increase of over 50% making it the fastest growing Mario Balotelli page on Facebook.
The Facebook page has become a thriving hub for the Manchester City striker since it's launch
and now boasts a vibrant and rapidly growing community of fans all eager to catch up on the
latest news surrounding the Manchester City foward. The Facebook page along with Mario
Balotelli player profile on football.co.uk provide the only online location of the official PFA
biography, lifetime stats, news and high resolution gallery.
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(PRWEB UK) 18 November 2012 -- DSG today announced that The PFA Facebook fan page of Mario
Balotelli has a weekly total reach increase of over 50% making it the fastest growing Mario Balotelli page on
Facebook.

The Facebook page has become a thriving hub for the Manchester City striker since it's launch and now boasts
a vibrant and rapidly growing community of fans all eager to catch up on the latest news surrounding the
Manchester City foward. The Facebook page along with Mario Balotelli player profile onfootball.co.uk provide
the only online location of the official PFA biography, lifetime stats, news and high resolution gallery.

Mario Balotellibegan his career in England with Manchester City on August 12th for a reported £17.65million
pound. Signed by Roberto Mancini from his former club Inter Milan, Mario has become some what a fan
favourite from his time in Manchester.
Mario has 29 goals in 73 appearance's for Manchester City. With his goal tally in double figures for the last two
seasons. He was Man of The Match in City's first trophy, when they beat Stoke City in the FA Cup Final in the
'10-11 season. City went on to win the Premier League last season in which Mario's 17 goals in all competitions
had a massive effect. He set up the winning goal against QPR to all but seal the title for Manchester City.
Although Balotelli has had some difficult moments in his career, Mancini, Manchester City and every football
fan can see the class that Italin posseses.

Although blighted with controversy already early on in his career. There is no doubting Mario's ability. The 22
year old Italian is a world class player whose two goals sent Italy to the final of the EURO 2012 competition.
Although Mario and Italy were eventually outplayed by winners Spain, the tournament was dubbed as a
'growing up' stage for Balotelli.

Head of Operations at DSG, Matthew Tait had this to say “Mario Balotelli really has no shortage of fans after
his performances for Manchester City and we can see that by the success of his PFA Facebook page.”

“All of us here at Digital Sports Group are proud we've had the opportunity to work with The PFA to give the
fans a fantastic and unique fan resource for Mario Balotelli .”

DSG became the official digital partner of the Professional Footballers Association (PFA) earlier this year and
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have since launched a number of Player Profile fan pages on social media site Facebook as well as providing
official player pages on their football news site football.co.uk.
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Contact Information
Simon Boynton
Digital Sports Group
http://www.press.co.uk
01376 336776

Matt Tait
Football
http://www.football.co.uk/
1404 336778

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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